
OPTIONS 13   ”

SPECS

FINISHED
PRODUCT

DIMENSIONS

VEGAN IMITATION LEATHER:            FINISH:            HEIGHT: WIDTH: 

OYSTER PEWTER

2   ”

SLATE MATTE
GOLD

WINTER MATTE
ALUMINUM

WIN OYS PWT

DEPTH: 

3
423” 35” 47”

PATENT PENDING

1
2

MATTE
NICKEL

310.8342 + 
310.8613.04 (x2)

42"

310.8342 + 
310.8623.04 (x2)

310.8342 + 310.8647.04 (x2)

13.5"

23"

310.8342 + 310.8635.04 (x2)

42"

35"

47"

42" 42"

Available sizes

Available sizes

Available sizes

Available sizes

310.8342.SG
+ 310.8647.04.PWT (x2)

Use 3/16 toggle bolts when assembling to drywall

Use #8 wood screws when assembling to wood

INSTALLATION TO WALL

W
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Use 3/16 toggle bolts when 
assembling to drywall

Use #8 wood screws when 
assembling to wood

A

 2 3
4 " 

HOW MUCH STICKS OUT FROM WALL

W
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flexible installation 
Attaches quickly and securely 
into drywall or a vertical panel, no 
studs required

Front of 
Symphony 

Wall Mount

+ 310.8613/23/35/47.04.xxx
310.8342.xxx 

load capacity 
The max. load capacity of a Single 
Horizontal bar is 50lbs, if the load is 
evenly spread along the bar.

The max. load capacity of a 
Full System is 200lbs, if the load is 
evenly spread along the system. 
(same limitation for all the sizes) 

These tests have been performed 
on a ½ inch drywall, using 3-16 
heavy duty toggle bolts and 10-24 
steel machine screws.

SYMPHONY       
42" wall mount organizer

FEATURES
Low profile and high 

style means the 
organizer system works 
as well in an entryway 

as it does in a bedroom 

Multiple heights, widths, 
and leather and metal 
finish options provide 
an array of sizes and 

looks for different 
spaces and purposes

The 42" height is great 
for entryways, the 

lower bars are ideal 
for hanging shoes. Or, 
place a bench below 
to create a mudroom 

like landing space. 

Hooks can be placed 
almost anywhere along 

the horizontal bars  

HOOKS 
(see full product guide 

for details)

310.8647.04.xxx

(FABRIC)

VERTICAL MOUNTS (2)

Triple Hook
310.8201

Coat Hook 
310.8215

Large Shoe Hook 
310.8218

Small Shoe Hook
310.8219 

VEGAN IMITATION LEATHER 
BARS (8)  

310.8342.xxx(FINISH)
310.8635.04.xxx
310.8623.04.xxx
310.8613.04.xxx

42 Inch tall 66 Inch tall19 Inch tall

VERTICALS

Pack of 8
(310.8623.08.xxx.xxx)

Pack of 4
(310.8623.04.xxx.xxx)

Pack of 12
(310.8623.12.xxx.xxx)

HORIZONTALS

42”

(x2)
(x2)
(x2)
(x2)


